Annex 4A: Immediate Covid response
Things the DWP and/or Government changed...
●

The amount of benefit was increased, by HM Treasury;1

●

Job seeking conditionality was suspended,2 (following the HMT budget3);

●

Sanctions were halted for three months,4 (again following the budget);

●

ESA ‘in person’ was suspended for three months;5

●

As were other measures relating to the closure of JobCentres;6

●

The £16,000 limit for the self-employed, but not for others, was paused (by HMT) until
Spring 2021;7

●

Later, some ‘necrodebts’ were paused;8

●

And, during the pandemic, the five week wait was the focus of a Commons’ Work and
Pensions Committee inquiry:
○ W&P C’ttee is looking at “technically feasible & financially affordable”9 alternatives;
○

Despite DWP claiming changes would “cost at least £7.5m and require thousands
of calculations to be administered manually”;10

○

Meanwhile, CPAG wins its UC calendar case at Court of Appeal;11

○

And DWP caves, accepting that DWP must correct the feature.12

It is notable that many of these changes have been done ‘to’ DWP, rather than being driven by
DWP itself.
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The most immediate changes were all at the behest of the Treasury, and were announced by
Treasury – making it clear that Universal Credit can change things that DWP has previously
refused to change.
The issue is entirely a matter of will; if the Treasury will fund it, DWP will do it.
Change is not, therefore, a question of capacity in DWP – but more a question of DWP’s, or
Treasury’s, willingness to pay. The difference in such political commitments has been illustrated
elsewhere, such as in the political opposition (followed by a u-turn) to funding food for children
on free school meals on the one hand (cost: £120m13), and the ‘eat out to help out’ scheme on
the other (cost: £500m14).
That some parts of DWP’s ‘payment reclaim’ system have been paused because they were
simply unable to cope with the volume of work, but that other parts – which were fully automated
– were not paused, remains fundamentally a political, not a technical choice.

…and things DWP didn’t change (yet)
At the time of writing,15 other choices made by DWP remain unrevised, for example:
●

DWP continues to refuse to consider a fortnightly payment process in England and
Wales, despite offering this as an option in Scotland – plus other levels of ‘granularity’;

●

advance payments are still reclaimed immediately, so the first experience most people
have of UC will be getting into debt;

●

Housing Benefit & Council Tax interactions;

●

Statutory Sick Pay is still insufficient to live on, as confirmed by the Secretary of State for
Health and Social Care;16

●

Home Office mistakes with regard to settled status remain, and will only be compounded
by DWP’s choices in UC;

●

the Alternative Payment Arrangements (APA) payment holiday; and

●

the commencement date for the two child limit.

Richard Pope’s report17 outlines Universal Credit as a modern – albeit “hyper means-tested” –
social safety net implementation, showing how the holes in that safety net are often due to
deliberate choices and official decisions, not technical necessity.
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Insights into DWP’s manual processes hidden within the five week wait
DWP’s rigid commitment to the ‘five week wait’ for UC makes hiding failures of process far more
possible. If UC had to pay all of the 1 million+ people who are in a queue somewhere in its
processes right now some money next week, the agglomeration of failures its systems are
riddled with would be far more starkly illustrated.
The five week wait allows DWP UC to ignore broken processes internally because, under
‘normal’ conditions, it leaves it time to paper over the cracks.
The surge in applications during the pandemic may provide evidence of where those failures are
– and already has, most notably in the necrodebts18 process outlined above. If this had been a
fully automated process, it could have been removed later; removing it just two weeks into
lockdown “suggests” a staffing issue...
Given the volume of claims continuing, we will likely see other failures and/or abandonment of
processes if we choose to look for them. This will require others seeking specific answers, e.g.
How many staff are normally handling necrodebts, and what have those staff been
redeployed to do?
If (say) 5000 staff were transferred from tracking down necrodebts, how much
money do those 5000 recover per week, and what do 5000 DWP civil servants cost
to run?
DWP has already publicly confirmed19 that it has a process to reclaim any funds which are paid
out ‘now’, that will be reclaimed in future where payment was inappropriate. Such ‘unworthy’
claimants could get funds that will be returned to HMT in the future, allowing for faster access
now. Indeed, any larger payouts made without UC requirements could be paid as an advance on
the person’s State Pension.20
There is going to have to be legislation on a range of COVID-19 ‘cleanup’ issues; we see no
reason why a Universal Credit cleanup cannot or should not be included within that process.
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‘Necrodebts’ are the specific colloquial term for money DWP wishes to reclaim from records in
long-dead systems of both DWP and its predecessors. The requirement to recover them was written into
DWP’s business case for UC, as enforced by Treasury. Necrodebts are akin to, but different from,
Australian ‘robo-debts’ which were automated guesses of what should be reclaimed. Australia’s was a
fully automated system; necrodebts appear to be a largely manual system – both are symptomatic of each
Governments’ approach to the social safety net.
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